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The gravel and sealed roads around the loddon mallee area are poorly maintained to the extent if a complaint is made about a poor section of road, instead of fixing it, there is a decrease in road speed permanent sign put up to reduce speed over the area. Not good enough!!! Gravel roads in our area in last few years have been resealed with a substandard road that does not break down to a nice surface and is very rough on the vehicles whether you are travelling at 30 kms or 80 kms. Not good enough!!! Edges of the road in some places have still not been slashed and is a risk as cannot see any animals if they are on the edge of the road, local farmers tend to slash as government departments are not doing the job properly or in a timely manner. Huge fire risk.
Pots holes are marked with white paint, not fixed yet, I suppose it is to make sure the road users know they are there... believe me, we know.
The road conditions Country drivers put up with would not be tolerated in the city, there is a higher road toll, road conditions have a lot to do with it, undulating, rough, poor edges.
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